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Benefits of Groups

• Group work is more learner-centered
• The power relationship alters: teacher is no longer on center stage

Benefits of Groups

• Students enjoy learning from each other so motivation may be higher
• Activities for groups require ‘activity’
Benefits of Groups

- Students can get immediate feedback
- The classroom is full of energy with questions and thinking

Reasons to Change

1. Changing workplace
2. Changing student population
3. Changing teaching paradigm

Types of Groups

1. Completely cooperative
2. Cooperative
3. Helping obligatory (collaborative)
4. Helping permitted
5. Peer mentoring
Decision Points

- How many in each group?
- Heterogeneous/homogenous?
- Random/assigned?
- Outside of class work/only in-class work?

Formal/Informal

- Formal: groups meet throughout the semester; usually assigned; teacher has roster of groups
- Informal: ‘kickball strategy’, groups form and reform throughout the semester

Formal/Informal

- Do you want to grade individually or assign one grade to the entire group?
  - Individually: informal groups
  - Group grade: formal groups
Group Composition

- Two: pair & share, interviews, editing
- Three/Four: editing, group project, solving problems
- ≥ Five: brain-storming, role playing

Decision Tree

- Can be used to help simplify goals for group work
- The clearer the goals you create, the more effective the group work

Grading

- Informal groups: low-stakes grading such as pass/fail, low number of points (if any)
- Formal groups: clear rubric, means for students to assess group members
Grading

• Individual or Group Grade?
  – Depends on goals
  – Accountability is essential

Conclusion

• Well-supported research on benefits of using groups
• Ensure goals match assignments
• Make grading policy clear
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